
My First Time on an Airplane
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24. Conjunction

25. Adverb

26. First Name Of A Person
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30. Adverb
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32. Adjective



My First Time on an Airplane

I was in an airplane for the first time on my way to Location with two of my friends. That airplane ride

was a Adjective one. When First Name of a Person , First Name of a Person , and I got to the airport

, we saw a lot of Noun - Plural .It was kind of Adjective but we kept Verb - Present ends in ING to

our plane section. As we were waiting in line for our luggage to be checked, we saw a Adjective man

walk by who seemed to recognize us, but I've never seen him before in my life. He Verb - Past Tense over,

gave us all big hugs, and then Verb - Past Tense away. It was one of the most random situations I've ever

been in. After we finally got our luggage checked, we were about to board the plane, when a Adjective

woman, (wearing a uniform that said 'Guard') stopped us and said " Interjection , where are you guys going

?" We all said Location . She shrugged, as if she didn't care, and walked away. Not worrying about what

had just happened, we kept Verb - Present ends in ING until we were on the plane. Our seat was in the back

Preposition the plane and it took us forever to find it. We sat in our seats and watched a movie until we

took off. That's when First Name of a Person suggested that we play Truth or Dare. It was my turn first and I

choose dare. It took First Name of a Person a few minutes to think of something good when finally

Pronoun said " Interjection , go tell the pilot that (at the back Preposition the plane)you

were scared of airplanes." Trying to act Adjective , I did exactly what First Name of a Person told me

to do. The pilot's response was that if I just sat in my seat, I'd be fine. But on the way back to my seat, I heard the

Pilot's voice over the loud speaker Conjunction said "We are expecting some minor turbulence,

Conjunction please buckle up!" Then the plane started to shake rapidly. That's when I realized that the

next



time we should Adverb drive. When I reached my seat, the shaking stopped, I thought it would be best if

I let First Name of a Person and First Name of a Person play Truth or Dare on their own. A

Adjective lady, ( that worked on the plane) woke me up informing me that we would be in the air for

another hour. She also asked me if I would like any peanuts Conjunction pretzels. "I said no thank you," 

and tried to fall back asleep. When I woke me up saying that "we were about to land" and I Adverb

packed up my stuff ready to get off that plane. Location was great. We saw many Adjective

places. Though when it was time to go back home I wasn't sure I wanted to get back on the plane again.
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